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Renewed Energy for a Coalition of Advocacy, Resources and Medical Innovations

-ning between two orgs who have always inspired each other to do so much for our firefighters... with this partnership, we 
are (now) able to achieve so much more on an international scale”, states Cheri Ambrose of the Male Breast Cancer 
Coaltion and publisher of Prevention101.org, (an ICRA production). 
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April 4, 2021- The Integrative Cancer Resource Alliance launches the first 
virtual town-hall style video meeting called The 2021 Cancer PowerMeet 
series. This panel-driven meeting covered OCCUPATIONAL TOXIC EX-
POSURES and SURVIVORSHIP AFTER THE JOB - with a list of promi-
nent guests from the Medical and First Responders' communities. Head-
liners for this event included DAN NOONAN , a nationally recognized 
fire safety spokesman and fire rescue veteran from the 1975 NY Tel Fire 
& 9/11.  Next is 35+ year cancer medical imaging professor DR. ROBERT 
BARD (NYC) + associate director of the First Responders Cancer Re-
source Group and active duty responder in 9/11 Sal Banchitta. Together, 
they all share their powerful experiences about notable disasters in history, 
answering targeted questions from a panel of top members in the cancer 

FD Vets, a Cancer Doc & Community Leaders
Forge the I.C.R.A. Cancer PowerMeet    seriesTM

Going Global with F.A.C.E.S. 

care community steering public awareness and education about prevention and early detection as part of I.C.R.A.'s "Get 
Checked Now!" program.

FIREFIGHTERS AGAINST CANCER & EXPOSURES ( F.A.C.E.S. ) was founded by Lt. Christo-
pher Conner of the Bedford (TX) Fire Dept. As a first responder, Chris established a cancer fund  
dedicated to helping firefighters who have been diagnosed with cancer. The 2021 version of FACES 
offered a major upgrade from its initial charter, ignited by the same attendees of the April 4th Cancer 
PowerMeet. A globalized vision for F.A.C.E.S. came from an organic integration of ICRA’s First Re-
sponders Cancer Resource director and long-time ally Lennard Gettz who infused his entire board of 
FF crusaders, public advocates and medical leaders to Conner’s side. “This was the most natural joi-

MEDTECH REVIEW: Remote Emergency Diagnostic 
Solutions (REDS) for Covid Triage & Ambulances Too!
Pre-hospital handheld ultrasound scanners have made a tremendous splash in the 
health care community. It carries many clinical applications that may reduce mor-
bidity and potentially improve outcomes for patients with life-threating condi-
tions.  This wifi-driven smart phone integrated diagnostic wonder provides fast, 
accurate response with remarkable scanning power- ideal for any the battlefield, 
triage center or ambulance rig.  When seconds count, the point of care portable 
ultrasound by Clarius is one of REDS’ top solutions for all emergency responders.  
According to Dr. Robert Bard of the NYC Imaging Group, “It’s like having an 
entire radiology facility in the pocket of your labcoat!”
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